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Polarization selection by optical feedback
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Abstract
We present experimental and numerical evidence of polarization selection in an isotropic CO2 laser achieved by means of an unpolarized optical feedback. This mechanism can be applied in situations where the direction of polarization plays a crucial role, including
polarization coding.
 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Laser dynamics is commonly studied considering the
electric ﬁeld as a scalar variable, since in most systems
the polarization state is imposed by anisotropies of the cavity. However, in perfectly cylindrical laser cavities without
any elements to select a preferred polarization, the study of
the dynamics includes the necessity of considering the vector nature of the electric ﬁeld.
The polarization dynamics of the quasi-isotropic laser
have been dealt with several theoretical works, pointing
out the important role played by the material variables in
the selection of the polarization state [1]. In particular,
the degeneracy of the angular momentum states of the laser
transition sublevels has been considered as the coupling
source between diﬀerent polarization states. Dynamical
models have been developed to explore the role of the
anisotropy due to the laser medium [1–8]. These models
show how the ﬁnal polarization state depends on the value
of the total angular momentum of the lasing levels, and the
relative magnitudes of the magnetic dipole and electric
quadrupole relaxation rates of the sublevels.
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Although these models have been developed for the simplest transition (J = 1 ! J = 0), our group has extended
the study to more complicated level structures [9] and has
considered spatial degrees of freedom [10].
Intensive research has been developed on polarization
dynamics of solid state lasers [11], due to their great interest
in applications. In particular, the interesting possibility of
coding information in the polarization state of these lasers
has been numerically [12] and experimentally [13] studied.
The extremely fast dynamics of semiconductor lasers
however cause experimental diﬃculties in these experiments. In the study of polarization dynamics, gas lasers
present some experimental advantages over semiconductor
lasers because of their relatively slow dynamics and the
accessibility of the cavity parameters. In this paper, we
show experimentally and numerically a feedback method
to control the polarization state of an isotropic laser. We
use this technique for coding information in the polarization, without modifying the total laser intensity.
2. Experimental results
The transient polarization dynamics of a quasi-isotropic
CO2 laser shows a competition between two distinct
orthogonal polarization modes. The competition dynamics
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and the ﬁnal steady state is related to residual anisotropies
of the laser cavity. In the particular case where the laser is
in perfect resonant condition, none of the polarization
modes is favored by anisotropy and the system remains
in a bistable condition, with spontaneous ﬂips between
both competing polarization states [9].
In the present experiments, we ﬁrst prove that in this
condition, stabilization of the polarization emission is possible by using an optical feedback. Taking advantage of
this possibility, we demonstrate controlled fast switching
between two polarization states.
The experimental setup is illustrated in Fig. 1. It consists
of an unpolarized Fabry–Perot cavity, feedback mirror,
polarization monitoring and detection unit. The laser cavity length is 1 m, implying a free-space mode separation of
about 150 MHz. A total reﬂective ﬂat mirror (M1, reﬂectivity R1 = 1) and an output coupler mirror (M2) with a reﬂectivity R2 = 0.914 deﬁne the optical resonator. The total
reﬂective mirror is mounted on a PZT transducer in order
to control the laser detuning.
The active medium is a mixture of 82% He, 13.5% N2,
and 4.5% CO2 gases. The laser tube is 0.75 m long and it
is terminated with two antireﬂection coated ZnSe windows
0.500 of diameter. Particular attention has been devoted to
the insertion of two identical electrodes in order to preserve
the cylindrical geometry of the applied discharge. The medium is pumped by a DC discharge current ﬁxed at 7 mA,
where the threshold current is about 2 mA. A mechanical
chopper (C) is inserted inside the laser cavity in order to
repeatedly change the cavity losses from below to above
threshold and therefore obtain a pulsed operation. The
output laser beam is splitted into two beams by means of
a 80/20 ZnSe unpolarized beam splitter (BS). The ﬁrst
beam (part) is directed toward the totally reﬂecting feedback mirror (FM), while the other beam is directed toward
a detection unit (D) via a 100 mm focal length ZnSe lens.
A linear polarizer (P, wire grid polarizer) has been inserted
between the beam splitter and the detection unit to analyze
the laser output polarization state. The detection apparatus

including a MCT detector (D) with a 104 lm sensitive area
and a 500 MHz bandwidth digital oscilloscope (S) is appropriate for the dynamics of the system.
As the system is in resonant condition, during the pulsed
operation with the intracavity chopper the laser shows two
possible linear polarization directions which are orthogonal as far as we can measure. These two linear polarization
states spontaneously change each to other in successive
pulses as shown in the ﬁrst part of the temporal evolution
of the laser output intensity (see Fig. 2a and b). The presence of a moderate polarization insensitive optical feedback, estimated to be less than 1% of the total output
intensity, is suﬃcient to select one of the two competing
polarization states. The feedback strength can be varied
by means of micrometric adjustments of the feedback mirror. The selection of the two polarization states can be
observed in the ﬁnal parts of Fig. 2a and b when the intracavity chopper is set at 8 Hz.
Once we can select one of the polarized states, this result
opens the possibility to exploit polarization encoding. For
this experiment, we slightly modify the laser detuning in
order to ﬁx the polarization state to one of the states.
Therefore, the system is now very close to bistable condition, but is not able to ﬂip the polarization spontaneously.
Then, we insert another mechanical chopper in the optical
feedback branch responsible for polarization selection. The
feedback mirror is adjusted to select the orthogonal component of the polarization. The chopper in the feedback
loop, at a frequency lower than of the intracavity one,
allows perfect encoding using the two polarization states.
The experimental results are shown in Fig. 3, where the
chopper frequencies are chosen in the 1:7 ratio.
In the previous tentative method, the coding is paced by
the external feedback chopper. However, faster coding can
be obtained in continuous lasing regime, only by using the
external optical feedback. For this part of the experiment,
the intracavity chopper C is removed to avoid the frequency limitation to the polarization switching. As in the
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Fig. 1. Experimental setup: M1 total mirror, M2, partial mirror, C
intracavity chopper, BS beam splitter, FM, feedback mirror, P polarizer,
D detector, S digital data processor.

Fig. 2. Transition of spontaneous polarization into: (a) vertical and (b)
horizontal polarization, induced by the feedback mirror. The time of
insertion of the feedback is pointed by an arrow. The frequency of the
intracavity chopper is set at 8 Hz.
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3. Model and numerical results
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Fig. 3. Polarization coding with intracavity and extracavity choppers.

previous case, the laser is slightly detuned in order to ﬁx the
polarization state to one of the states.
Then, by means of the external chopper and the feedback mirror adjusted to impose the opposite state, we
obtain fast switching between the two states as shown in
Fig. 4. The alternation between the two states occurs at a
rate which is about two orders of magnitude higher as compared with the intracavity chopping condition shown in
Fig. 3. Such a rate could be further increased using other
modulation techniques like opto-acoustic modulators in
the feedback arm. The modulator should introduce the
minimal loss perturbation able to change the state of polarization. The advantage of this last method is that the laser
itself is kept operating in a stable polarized regime. Therefore, the modulation rate is not limited by the appearing of
transient eﬀects as the initial high intensity spike followed
by relaxation oscillations or polarization competition antiphase oscillations [9]. It can be seen that such eﬀects are not
present when the intracavity chopper is removed as shown
in Fig. 4 compared with Figs. 2 and 3.
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Fig. 4. Switching between the two linear polarized states imposed by the
modulated optical feedback. The frequency of the external chopper is set
at 500 Hz. The axis of the wire grid polarizer is oriented along one the
polarization states.

Our theoretical approach is based on the theory of the
isotropic laser developed in Ref. [2] where the optical
coherences between upper levels are considered. In spite
of the fact that this theory was developed for the simplest
case (J = 1 ! J = 0), it has also been used to predict the
behavior of lasers with a more complex level structure as
our laser (J = 19 ! J = 20), as shown in Ref. [9], where
an eﬀective value of the coherence decay rate was deduced
for this case. Since only ﬁrst order coherences (Dm = ±1)
will be considered, there are only two kinds of possible
transitions, and then the population splits in two ensembles, in such a way that an anisotropy is induced in the
active medium [5]. Therefore, the laser ﬁeld can also be
decomposed (here in a circularly polarized basis), each
component evolving separately but interacting through
the coherences between upper sublevels. Additionally, the
observed spontaneous ﬂips between the competing polarization states are reproduced by considering residual linear
anisotropies in the cavity. Finally the model reads [1,9]:
E_R ¼ jðP R  ER Þ þ idER  aEL þ gðER þ DEL Þ;
E_L ¼ jðP L  EL Þ þ idEL  aER þ gðEL þ DER Þ;
P_R ¼ c? ½P R  DR ER  EL C;
P_L ¼ c? ½P L  DL EL  ER C  ;
ck
C_ ¼ cc C  ðEL P R þ ER P L Þ;
 4

1
1
D_R ¼ ck DR  r þ ðER P R þ ER P R Þ þ ðEL P L þ EL P L Þ ;
2
4


1
1
D_L ¼ ck DL  r þ ðEL P L þ EL P L Þ þ ðER P R þ ER P R Þ ;
2
4
ð1Þ
where ER(t), EL(t) are the slowly varying electric ﬁelds,
PR(t), PL(t) stand for the matter polarization ﬁelds, DR(t)
and DL(t) are the respective population inversions and
C(t) is the coherence ﬁeld. The losses are j = clog
(R1R2)/4L = 6.74 · 106 s1. In our low pressure CO2 laser,
the polarization decay is c? = 4.4 · 108 s1 and the inversion decay rate is ck = 1.95 · 105 s1 [9]. The parameter
r(t) stands for the pump strength normalized to its threshold value, and its value is periodically varied from 1.1 to 0.9
to reproduce the intracavity chopper eﬀect. The parameter
d represents the detuning between the cavity and the atomic
transition frequencies, and in our numerical study is set to
zero, then the laser remains in resonant condition. The
parameter a represents the linear anisotropies in the losses
with respect to the cavity H–V axes (in the following, X–Y
axes). In our case the laser is mostly isotropic, therefore
this parameter is reduced to the residual anisotropies that
induce the polarization state spontaneously ﬂip between
polarizations. Then, we write this parameter as a = jao(t),
where parameter ao is a small perturbation and  is a dichotomic noise varying between 1 and 1 with a characteristic
time ﬁtted to the observed experimental polarization ﬂips.
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The feedback loop is modelized in the equations for the
ﬁelds by means of the terms g(ER(L) + DEL(R)), where g is
the main feedback strength and D stands for the feedback
anisotropy that in the experiment allows to choose one of
the polarizations. Note that in the orthogonal basis this
feedback term takes the form g(1 + DEx(y)), therefore a positive (negative) D value will make predominate the x(y)
polarization, playing the same role as the feedback mirror
tilt does in the experiment. For a better comparison with
the experiment, in the ﬁgures the ﬁeldspﬃﬃare
presented
ﬃ
in the
basis, Ex ¼ ðEL þ ER Þ= 2, Ey ¼ iðEL 
pﬃﬃorthogonal
ﬃ
ER Þ= 2, corresponding to the eigendirections in the
laser.
The numerical results are presented in Fig. 5, where we
plot the total intensity (Fig. 5a) and both polarized components (Fig. 5b and c) when g = 0.03j. The feedback is
introduced a bit earlier than t = 3 ms. As in the experimental counterparts showed in the previous section, a small
feedback strength is enough to control the laser polarization. In order to show the possibilities as a communication
scheme, in this numerical example the value of D is randomly varied from 0.5 to 0.5 to generate a binary code
with a bit duration of 0.27 ms. The value of g (enlarged
for a better observation) is plotted in Fig. 5c together with
the Y polarization component.
In order to study the rate of this simple communication
scheme we have carried out a set of computer experiments
for diﬀerent values of the bit period. Fig. 6 shows the error
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Fig. 6. Error probability for several values of the bit period.

probability attained by the system for several values of the
bit duration. We can see that for a bit period of 0.133 ms
the error probability is already below 5 · 105.
4. Discussion and conclusions
An optical feedback insensitive to polarization is able to
control the polarization state of a CO2 laser. As discussed
above, this kind of control can be useful in communication,
but also in industrial applications. For instance, the switching between the two polarization directions could be used
in laser cutting processes. These processes and other laser
operations critically depend on the kerf width or cross sec-
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Fig. 5. Numerically generated intensities for the case of feedback with message coding, with ao = 0.002j and g = 0.03j: (a) total intensity, (b) X polarized
component, and (c) Y polarized component and feedback strength (enlarged) representing the desired binary message.
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tion of the cut. The optimal kerf is obtained when the beam
polarization is oriented to the direction in which the cut is
traveling. An improvement of the cutting process is currently obtained by using circular polarized laser light by
means of a reﬂective phase retarder introduced into the
beam delivery path. In our conﬁguration using a laser with
the optical feedback it is possible to select the proper linear
polarization or achieve fast switching between the
two polarization directions which is equivalent to using
circular polarized light.
In optical schemes, fast switching between two orthogonal polarization states is normally achieved by introducing
a nonlinear crystal between a crossed polarizer analyzer
pair [14,15]. If the applied voltage corresponds to the
half-wave voltage the device is equivalent to a half wave
plate and a vertical linear polarization is completely converted to the horizontal one. Operating with CO2 lasers
requires the use of CdTe crystals driven by high voltages
(the half-wave voltage is of the order of several kilovolts).
Furthermore, in order to prevent the heating damage
threshold, the laser power is limited to low values. These
limitations are not present when the linear polarization
direction is controlled by an optical feedback.
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